Smith & Wesson Model 29 .44 Mag revolver built in 1959. It has a 4" barrel with a micrometer white outline rear sight and front sight with red ramp. It has a target hammer & trigger. This is an early model with no dash. It has the factory mahogany case (missing the flocking).

S&W Model 29-2 Nickel .44 Mag that was built in 1976. It is in Like New Condition in the original wooden case. It has the 3-T's: Target hammer, trigger & sights.

S&W Model 66-1 Combat Magnum .357 Mag from 1979. This Stainless beauty is about 95% original condition.

S&W Model 637-2 Chief's Special Airweight revolver chambered for .38 Special +P ammo. It has a 1 7/8" barrel & weighs less than a pound. Like New Condition with original box.

S&W Model 61 Pocket Escort .22 LR pistol that was built in 1970. It has a bright Nickel finish & 2 1/8" barrel. Sells with the Original rug case, box & papers. It is 1 of 6,600 produced in Nickel.

S&W Model 422 Target .22 LR pistol with a 6" barrel. The barrel is located in the bottom of the slide. This is Product Code 102827 with the aluminum alloy frame & 12 shot clip. Built in 1988.

S&W Model 617 K-22 Masterpiece Stainless .22 LR revolver with a 6" barrel, adj. sights & combat Goncalo Alves grips. This is a 1st Year model from 1989 in 98%.

S&W K-38 Combat Masterpiece .38 Special revolver from 1951. This is a Pre-Model 15 in about 95% condition with target hammer, trigger & sights. This is a 5-screw with square butt grips.

S&W Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman .357 Mag revolver with 6" barrel & adjustable sight. It is almost 50 years old and about 98% original condition.

S&W Model 12-2 Airweight .38 Special Military and Police. It has a 2" barrel, alloy frame & fixed notch sight. This gun was built in 1965 & sells in about 98% original condition.
#11 $________ Colt Government Series 70 pistol that is 35 years old and still looks Like New. It is chambered in 9mm, has a high polish Blue and custom shop walnut grips.

#12 $________ Colt Delta Elite 10mm Auto stainless steel pistol w/ factory Wrap rubber grips.

#13 $________ Colt Woodsman Target Model .22 LR pistol in 98% original condition with Box & factory mag. It has the bottom mag release & walnut thumbrest grips.

#14 $________ Incredible Colt Police Positive .32 Colt that was built in 1929. It has 98% original finish, a 5" barrel & checkered walnut grips.


#16 $________ Ruger Vaquero .44 Mag stainless revolver. Unfired since it was built in 1998.

#17 $________ Ruger Security-Six double action revolver in .357 Mag. It was built in 1976 & sells in High Condition. The gun has a 4" heavy barrel, adjustable sights & factory walnut grips. Also has a Pachmayr rubber grip.

#18 $________ Ruger Super Bearcat .22LR baby-frame single action revolver in Mint Condition. It sells with the original box and was built in 1973. The cylinder has fine Engraving with a scene of a mountain lion & grizzly bear.

#19 $________ Original Ruger Standard .22 LR pistol that was built in 1954. It has a 4 3/4” taper barrel, adj. sights & Sells with custom Oak grips.

#20 $________ Ruger Mark II Target .22 LR pistol in Like New condition. It was built in 1991, has a 5 1/2” Bull barrel & adj. sights. Sells with original box. It is Model KMK-512.
#21 $________ 1 of 500 High Standard Olympic Trophy with Supermatic Trophy finish. It is the rare model 9289 ISU that was built in 1963. Outstanding Condition! Sells with the integrated compensator, barrel weights & walnut grips.

#22 $________ High Standard Supermatic Trophy Military .22 LR pistol with 7 1/2" fluted barrel & muzzle brake. It has the Saddle-mount rear sight & stippled straps.

#23 $________ The Victor Military .22 pistol built by High Standard in 1973. It has a 5 1/2" slabside bull barrel, vent rib, barrel weight & gold controls. It has its original box.

#24 $________ Legendary Remington XP-100 .221 Fireball pistol with dog's leg bolt & vent rib. It has a Deluxe Fajen walnut stock with maple spacers & Rosewood accents. Sells with a Leupold Vari-X 2.5 pistol scope.

#25 $________ Rossi Model 92 Ranch Hand pistol in .44 Mag with a 12" barrel, saddle ring, big loop & mare's leg walnut stocks. Like New in Box

#26 $________ AMT Automag II .22 Mag stainless pistol built in Covina, CA. It sells in 98% Condition with the original box & papers. Has adj sights & chamber indicator.

#27 $________ AMT Backup .22 LR stainless pistol built in Covina. Like New Condition.

#28 $________ AMT Lightning .22 LR pistol built by Arcadia Machine & Tool in Covina in 1984. Like New with Box. It has a 10 1/2" barrel, adj. sights & the top of the receiver was built for Optics.

#29 $________ Race Gun built by Charlie Milazzo for IPSC Competition. It is an Auto-Ordnance 1911A1 with a 6" barrel, compensator, target trigger, flared ejection port, magwell & extended controls. Pachmayr wrap grips.

#30 $________ Rock Island M1911A2 chambered in .22 TCM & 9mm. The .22 TCM was invented by Fred Craig as a .22 Hornet bullet in a .223 case & reaches 2,000 fps. Has a Double-stack mag & Sells in 98% condition.
#31 $________ Smith & Wesson 125th Anniversary Commemorative Model 25 .45 Colt revolver. It has fancy Gold engraving, a medallion & History Book by Roy Jinks. Sells Unfired in the Wooden Case (Velvet is loose).

#32 $________ 150th Anniversary Model 29 .44 Mag Beautiful Gold Engraving!


#34 $________ S&W .38 M&P Model of 1905 – 4th Change. It was built in 1941 and has over 95% of its Original Finish! A Great Pre-War gun with 6" barrel, original diamond Walnut grips & notch sight.

#35 $________ S&W Model 10-6 .38 Special from 1971. It is about 98% Condition with a 4" heavy barrel & factory Walnut grips.

#36 $________ Smith & Wesson Model 12-2 Airweight .38 Special with a 4" pinned & recessed barrel. It was built in 1975 & sells in over 95% Condition. It has the lightweight alloy frame & a round butt.

#37 $________ S&W Pre-Model 10 .38 Special with 4" barrel, notch sight & round butt. It was built in 1948 and is about 98% Condition. Sells with the Original gold box, tools & papers.

#38 $________ S&W Model SW380 pistol with a 3" barrel & 6 shot mag. It is the “Baby Sigma” of the series & weighs less than a pound. Built in the 1st Year—1996 & sells in Like New Condition.

#39 $________ S&W SW22 “Victory” .22 LR pistol with a 5 1/2" Bull barrel & adj. fiber optic sights. It sells in Like New Condition with (2) mags.

#40 $________ Smith & Wesson M&P 15-22 .22 LR rifle with 16" barrel, Quad Rail, (2) mags & Red Dot sight.
#41 $______ Colt Delta H-Bar Model R6600DH in about 100% Condition. This is the Most Accurate Colt AR ever sold as the Finest Rifles were selected at the Test Range by the Custom Shop & packaged w/ scope, cheekpiece, sling & case. Built in 1987.

#42 $______ 1 of 500 “Special Police” marked .45 Auto pistols from the Custom Shop in 1990. This is a Bi-Tone Double Eagle pistol that was furnished with Night Sights. Very hard to Find Model DA1072SP.

#43 $______ C.O.P. (Compact Off-Duty Police) .357 Mag 4-barrel derringer that was built in 1990. It is Mint Unfired Condition with original case. A high quality Firearm designed by Robt. Hillberg & only built 1981-83.

#44 $______ Wildey Presentation Model .45 Win Mag gas-operated pistol with fancy Engraving & fitted oak case. It is 1 of the 1st 1,000 built in Chesire, Connecticut & 100% Condition.


#46 $______ “The Patriot” by Charter Arms. This is a compact revolver in .327 Federal Magnum. This caliber delivers the power of a .357 Mag in a 6 shot cylinder. It can handle 2x the PSI of a .32 H&R Mag.

#47 $______ Savage Model 101 .22 LR single shot pistol. It looks Like a revolver, but the cylinder swings out to the right to load a single shell. Built in the early 1960’s & 95% condition w/ original box.

#48 $______ Savage Model 1907 .32 Auto pistol with 3 3/4” barrel. It has 1 black Rubber grip & 1 original Metal grip.

#49 $______ Savage Model 516 FSS “Striker” .308 Bolt action pistol with 14” barrel, bipod & Pro-Class scope.

#50 $______ Star M40 Firestar .40 S&W Stainless pistol in “Starvel” (brushed chrome) finish. It was only built from 1990-94. It was selected as 1991 Handgun of the Year by Guns & Ammo.
#51 $ Hammerli Model 100 Olympic Free .22 LR Pistol. It sells Complete w/ Case, Tools & Original 1955 Targets. This is the Match Pistol used by the Swiss Shooting Team & the Only American to ever win Gold: Joe Benner in 1956. In 1948 & 52, the 100 swept the Medals!

#52 $ NO FFL Hammerli AG Master .177cal pellet Pistol with original box, parts, target & accessories from 1979.

#53 $ NO FFL Daisy Feinwerkbau Model 150 .177 German air rifle w/ Olympic sights & walnut Target stock.

#54 $ Thompson/Center Arms Contender pistol that was built in 1976 & about 98% condition. It sells with 10” .30Herrett barrel & Bushnell Magnum Phantom scope. A .357Herrett barrel sells separately.

#55 $ T/C Contender pistol in High Condition from 1988. Sells with a Super-14″ 7-30 Waters barrel & Sightron scope. Also selling an Octagon 10” .22LR barrel w/ Phantom scope.

#56 $ M.O.A. Corp “Maximum” .358 Win Mag Target pistol in Like New Condition. It was built in the 2nd Year—1987 & has the 14” barrel and Matte Chromoly finish.

#57 $ Gun-Works X-Caliber .44 Mag single shot pistol with a 10” Octagon barrel & walnut finger groove stocks. This is a rare gun based on the Sterling Arms X-Caliber built in Buffalo & Lockport, New York.

#58 $ NO FFL Hopkins & Allen XL Model .32RF revolver built in 1888. It has a 3” octagon barrel, 6 shot cylinder & checkered rubber grips.

#59 $ NO FFL Hopkins & Allen XL No. 3 .32RF revolver with Lots of original Nickel & 5 shot cylinder. It has a 3 1/4” octagon barrel, spur trigger & rubber grips. The backstrap is engraved “Chas. F. Kemp”

#60 $ Hopkins & Allen Forehand Model .32 cal Top-break revolver with 3” barrel & rubber grips. It is missing the trigger guard.
#61 $ Smith & Wesson K-22 Masterpiece w/ 6” barrel, adj sights, 98% condition & built in 1952
#62 $ Smith & Wesson K-32 Masterpiece w/ 6” barrel, adj. sights, original Gold box & built in 1952
#63 $ Smith & Wesson K-38 Masterpiece w/ 6” barrel, adj. sights, high condition & built in 1954
NOTE: All of these Masterpiece revolvers are 5-screw Pre-Numbered Models with square butts & Logo walnut grips with diamonds. They will be sold Choice with the Option of purchasing 1, 2 or all 3. It would be very difficult to find another Set of Masterpiece Revolvers in finer condition than this Set! “This Offering is Worth the Price of your Admission Alone!”

#64 $ Smith & Wesson .22/32 Hand Ejector .22LR revolver.
This is a “True Bekeart” target model with number 530 stamped into the bottom of the walnut target grips. This gun was built in 1911 and falls into the correct S/N range of the 1st 1,000 built!

#65 $ NO FFL Rollin White Arms Co. .22 Short pocket revolver built in 1863. It is 1 of the guns marked “Made for Smith & Wesson by Rollin White Arms Co. Lowell, Mass” to Help Fill the Union Army contract in the Civil War. Sells with Original Holster!

#66 $ NO FFL Smith & Wesson Model 1 1/2 “Old Model”
1st Issue .32S&W top-break revolver built in 1878. It sells in Outstanding 95% Original Nickel finish!

#67 $ NO FFL Smith & Wesson Model 2 Army Tip-up .32RF built in 1873. It has a 5” octagon barrel, fixed groove & silver insert front sight. It has a spur trigger & rosewood grips. Gen. Custer owned a Pair & Wild Bill Hickock carried one while Marshall of Deadwood.

#68 $ NO FFL Smith & Wesson Model 2 Army Tip-up .32RF build During the Civil War! It sells in a Strong 80% Original Condition. The gun has a spur trigger & rosewood grips.

#69 $ NO FFL “The BIG Gun” It is a Smith & Wesson Model 3 Russian .44cal with a 6 1/2” barrel that was built in 1876. It was built for Service with a lanyard ring.

#70 $ NO FFL S&W .38 Safety Hammerless 3rd Model “Lemon-Squeezer” built in 1897. It has a 3 1/4” barrel, pinned half moon sight & checkered rubber Logo grips.
#71 $_______ Smith & Wesson Model 460XVR Stainless double action revolver. This is the most Versatile of any Big Revolver ever made—It will fire .45 Colt, .454 Casull or .460 S&W from its 8 3/8” ported barrel. Built in 2008.


#73 $_______ S&W Model 520 .357Mag with Class A Engraving. I have found a Model 29 with the Same Engraving & dated to 1980 (the same time as this gun). Only 3,000 Model 520’s were built—to be sold to NY State Police, but budget cuts made them cancel the order.

#74 $_______ Texas Wagon Train Commemorative Model 544 that is chambered in .44-40. It’s a 1986 Factory Special Edition made for the 150th Anniversary of Texas Statehood. Has a 5” barrel & High Gloss blue w/ Gold.

#75 $_______ Rare S&W Model 586 Distinguished Combat .357 Magnum. A Special Edition with Product Code: 103500 in 1993. It has a 2 1/2” barrel & Factory wood combat grip. LNIB

#76 $_______ Stainless Model 686 Distinguished Combat .357 Magnum with 2 1/2” barrel. This is a Special Edition from 1993 & Sells in Like New Condition with the original box & combat grips.

#77 $_______ S&W Model 686-Plus 7-shot .357 Mag with 2 1/2” barrel. This is Product Code 104192 built in 1996. It sells with the rubber combat grips that were made for S&W by Hogue. It sells in 100% Condition with the original box & papers.

#78 $_______ Dan Wesson Arms Model 744V .44 Mag Stainless revolver w/ 8” Vent Rib barrel, adj. sights & Leupold M8 2x pistol scope. It was built in 1985 and is in High Condition.

#79 $_______ Dan Wesson Arms Model 40 Stainless revolver in the Powerful .357 SuperMag cartridge. It will also fire .357 Mag & .38 Specials. The .357 SuperMag or .357 Maximum was developed by Elgin Gates & can achieve 2,000fps velocities. It sells with (2) 8” barrels

#80 $_______ Dan Wesson Arms Model 15 .357 Mag double action Revolver with 8” Vent Rib barrel. This is an Early Wesson that was built in 1977. Heavy barrel & Like New Condition. Sells with Pachmayr grips & adj. sights.
#81 $________ Beautiful Colt Model 1903 .32 Auto pistol that looks Unfired. It sells with the original Box & Papers. This is the Type IV with checkered walnut grips from 1931. The Excellent Condition would let this pistol be in the NRA Museum!

#82 $________ Military Colt 1911 US Army pistol that was built in 1912! It has the Inspection Proof of Maj. Walter G. Penfield behind the trigger, Frank Hosmer small parts mark & lanyard ring.

#83 $________ Colt “Model of 1911 US Army” pistol built in 1914. It has acceptance marks by Frank Hosmer, a 2-color Colt mag & lanyard ring. It sells Parkerized w/ DD grips.

#84 $________ Incredible High Original Condition World War 2 US Army pistol that was built in 1943! It is a Contract-built Remington Rand inspected by Col. Frank J. Atwood. Over 90% Original Parkerized Condition!!!

#85 $________ Very rare Semmerling LM-4 .45 Auto pistol that was Designed for the US Army by Philip Lichtman as the smallest .45 pistol ever built! This gun is #375 of 600 Total built. It is in the extremely rare High-polish Blue!!!

#86 $________ S&W Victory model US Military .38 Spl revolver built in 1943. It has the Flaming Bomb proof & Matching s/n’s. 95% Original Parkerized.

#87 $________ Pre-Victory model Lend-Lease .38/200 revolver with the Top Strap marked “United States Property”. It has a high amount of the original Black Magic finish, matching s/n’s, lanyard rings & a yellow-painted Rack number. The markings show this was an Australian Dept. of Defense gun accepted in Lithgow & Factory-thru-Repaired in 1953.

#88 $________ Walther (Code ac-45) P.38 9mm pistol that is a Soldier Bring-back. NO Import Marks & Very High Original phosphate condition. It has all of the Machine Marks of a rare Late-War product & Nazi waffen-359 & Swastika Eagle. Match #’s

#89 $________ East German produced 9x18 Makarov pistol that is dated 1964. It is import marked & sells with (2) clips & leather holster. The East German pistols were considered the Highest Quality of any Makarov’s built during the Cold War.

#90 $________ Argentine Army .45 Auto pistol built by Ballester Molina Ragaud. It has 3 matching s/n’s & NO Import Marks. This is an un-authorized Copy of the Colt 1911 built without a palm safety. This pistol was built before World War 2.
#91 $ Smith & Wesson Model 57 revolver in the excellent .41 Mag caliber. It was built in 1981 & sells in about 98% condition with the mahogany case (missing the flocking). This one has a 4” barrel, target hammer, target trigger & target sights. It is a No-dash Model 57.

#92 $ Minty Model 57 that was built in 1970. It is a .41 Mag in 99% Original Nickel finish. This Beauty has a 8 3/8” barrel, target trigger, hammer & sights. With mahogany case.

#93 $ Wow! The Power & Predictability of the .41 Mag in a 27 oz. revolver—Somebody go get Elmer Keith! This is a seldom seen Model 357 PD (personal defense) AirLite with scandium alloy frame & titanium cylinder. Ahrends grips.

#94 $ Ruger Redhawk double action stainless .41 Mag revolver that was built in 1985. It is in Like New Condition with the original Box & Papers. This is the Model KRH-41 with a 7 1/2” barrel, adj. sights & walnut grips.

#95 $ Factory Engraved Ruger Vaquero Deluxe edition .45 Colt revolver. This is a TALO Special Edition with great Western scrollwork on a bright polished Stainless frame. It has a 5 1/2” barrel & Sells in New Condition.

#96 $ Ruger Single-Nine .22 Mag with 6 1/2” barrel & Fiber-optic sight.

#97 $ Ruger Single-Six Combo with Both .22 LR & .22 Mag cylinders. This gun was built in 1989 and is about 100% condition. Has a 6 1/2” barrel, adj. sights & Fancy Walnut grips.

#98 $ Ruger Security-Six .357 Mag stainless steel double action revolver that was built in 1979. It has a 6” barrel, adj. outline sights, wood & rubber grips. Like New in Box.

#99 $ Ruger Model SP101 stainless .357 Mag double action revolver with satin finish & rubber grips that feature Lexan panels. It was built in 2013 & is Unfired since New.

#100 $ 1950 Ruger Standard .22LR pistol that is in about 90% original condition. It has a 4 7/8” tapered barrel with fixed sights, a grooved silver trigger & bottom mag release. The original black checkered grips have the Red Eagle logo.
#101 $ __________ Kimber Ultra Crimson Carry II .45 Auto in Like New Condition. It has a 3” barrel, Satin Aluminum frame & Carbon blue slide. The Crimson Trace is attached to the Rosewood grips. This is a Yonkers, New York produced pistol.

#102 $ __________ Kimber Tactical II .45 Auto 1911 in Like New Condition. It was built in 2004 with black anodized finish & sells w/ case, extra mag, papers & tools.

#103 $ __________ A 1st Series Desert Eagle .50AE pistol that was built in 1992. It sells in Like New Condition with the original Box & Ammo. Built in Israel by IML. 25% more Power than a 44 Mag cartridge.

#104 $ __________ Desert Eagle Mark I .357 Mag that was built in the 2nd Year-1984 & Sells Like New with the White cardboard Box. The Blue will Plum like an Early Ruger. Beautiful!

#105 $ __________ Glock Model 36 compact .45 Auto Pistol that was built in Austria in 2014 & Sells as Unfired in the US. It has a 3 3/4” barrel with Polygon rifling & (2) 6 round mags.

#106 $ __________ Sig Sauer P220 .45 Auto pistol that was built in West Germany in 1992. It has the Original Box & Papers. 4 1/4” barrel Sells in High Condition w/ extra mag.

#107 $ __________ European Model of Heckler & Koch P7 PSP with heel mag release & no heat shield on the trigger guard. It was built in 1981 & is 99% condition It sells in Original Box w/ extra mag.

#108 $ __________ Kahr Arms CW-40 .40S&W DAO pistol that was built in 2008. It is in Like New Condition & has a 3 1/2” barrel in stainless slide

#109 $ __________ Springfield XD-40 Sub-compact pistol with 3” barrel & Night Sights. It was built in 2008 with an accessory rail & 11 round mag. Like New Condition

#110 $ __________ Springfield XDM 9mm pistol with a 4 1/2” barrel, Duo-tone, front & rear slide serrations and accessory rail. It was built in 2008 & sells with 3 different size backstraps, mag holder, speed loader & (2) 19-round mags. Adj. 3 dot sights & Looks Unfired since New.
#111 $ Freedom Arms Model 83 stainless .454 Casull single action revolver with 7 1/2” barrel. This is the Field Grade model in 98% condition. It was invented & built under Dick Casull’s supervision. Has the original Box & Papers.

#112 $ Freedom Arms “Ironsides” 4-shot Mini-revolver in .22 Mag from Mid 1980’s

#113 $ Smith & Wesson Model 29 that was Built in 1958! It only has a slight cylinder ring & sells in the original Black-covered case. Has a 6 1/2” barrel & the 3 target T’s.

#114 $ S&W Model 20 from the Detroit Police Dept. #13. It was Built in 1940 & Sells with Black Pearls. This is the .38/44 Heavy Duty built on an N-frame.

#115 $ S&W Pre-Model 32 .38/32 Terrier built in 1956! It is in Great Condition with the original Blue box & papers. It has the Flat latch thumb piece & checkered walnut grips with diamonds.

#116 $ Smith & Wesson Model 16-4 Masterpiece in .32H&R Mag caliber! It was built in 1991 & Sells Unfired since New with a 6” barrel, target sights, hammer, trigger & Factory combat grips of Goncalo Alves.

#117 $ Smith & Wesson .32 Regulation Police built in 1932. It has a 4 1/4” barrel with a fixed notch & front half-moon blade sight and a special checkered walnut grip to this model. It is a 5-screw gun.

#118 $ S&W Model 43C Centennial AirLite .22 LR with a 1 7/8” barrel & 8-shot cylinder. It is Product Code 103043 & sells in New Condition. It weighs a whopping 11 ounces!

#119 $ S&W Pre-Model 38 Bodyguard Airweight .38 Special in 98% original Nickel. It was built in 1956 & has a 2” barrel & checkered Walnut grips.

#120 $ Smith & Wesson Model 12-2 Airweight .38 Spl with a 2” barrel & square butt Alloy K-frame w/ monogram walnut grips. This gun is about 99% Condition and built in 1974. It sells with the original Blue Bangor-Punta box & papers.
**#121 $** Minty Colt Diamondback .22 LR revolver from 1979!
It has a 6" Vent Rib barrel, target sights & checkered walnut grips
with the gold Custom Shop pony medallions. Sells with the
original Woodgrain Box & Papers.

**#122 $** Colt Anaconda .44 Mag with
8" Vent Rib barrel & Custom shop rubber combat grips. Like New in Box

**#123 $** Colt .45 Peacemaker 3rd Gen
Single Action Army in Nickel finish & Factory Stag grips. This is a Custom Shop
It has a 4 3/4" barrel & smokeless powder frame. The Model is P1041Z

**#124 $** Colt Peacemaker Scout .22 Combo
with both .22LR & .22Mag cylinders. It was built in 1975 and is about 98%
Condition with the Bright Blue finish (meaning case-colored frame).

**#125 $** Colt New Army Model of 1903 in the rare .32-20 caliber
for this model. It was built in 1906 and has Civilian rubber grips & 4 1/2"
barrel.

**#126 $** 1966 Oklahoma Diamond Jubilee special
edition Colt Frontier Scout .22 in its original case. It was built with
24KT Gold plating. Some of the black finish is flaking off behind the
cylinder.

**#127 $** F.I.E. “Yellow Rose” .22 Combo
Buffalo Scout in a
Gold-washed finish. It was built in 1986 by Tanfoglio & sells in the
original Box with walnut grips.

**#128 $** High Standard Sentinel .22 LR revolver in Deluxe
Finish with a Gold frame, Nickel cylinder & Pearl grips. It was built in 1960
& sells in the original wooden case with a satin lining.

**#129 $** High Standard
Model D-100 .22 cal Derringer with
3 1/2" over/under barrels & White
grips. It sells in 98% condition in the
Original Box from 1964.

**#130 $** Sharps reproduction 4-barrel .22 Derringer from Italy.
It has 2 1/2" engraved barrels, a spur trigger and engraved
Icanthus leaf brass frame with Floral grips. Imported by Navy Arms
#131 $_______ ASP (Armament Systems & Procedures) of Appleton, WI 9mm pistol that is a modified S&W Model 39. It was designed by Paris Theodore to be a Performance Carry gun. It is finished in Teflon-S & has clear Lexan grips & Guttersnipe sight. This is in 100% condition from 1974!

#132 $_______ S&W Model 39-2 9mm pistol in Mint Condition. It was built in 1974 with an Alloy frame & Blue box.

#133 $_______ Smith & Wesson Model 3906 Stainless 9mm pistol in Unfired Condition from 1989. It has a 4” barrel with adj 3-dot sights & is Product Code 103706.

#134 $_______ S&W Performance Center Model 5906 “Shorty-9” pistol. It is 1 of 611 built & sells Unfired. Product Code 170030

#135 $_______ S&W Model 52 .38Master (.38 Special Wadcutter) pistol from 1962. It sells Like New in the original Blue box. This is a Special Model based on the Model 39 with only 3,500 made! It has a new model Micrometer sight that spread to other S&W’s.


#137 $_______ Smith & Wesson Model 41 Competition .22 LR pistol built in 1954 & has S/N 4804. About 98% condition & sells with compensator, weights & extra mag. Extremely Rare

#138 $_______ S&W Model 41 .22 LR pistol that is Like New in Box with extra mag & 5 1/2” Bull barrel. It was built in 1978.

#139 $_______ S&W M&P Pro Series .40S&W that was built in 2013. It is a Special Edition built by the Performance Center. C.O.R.E. (Competition Optics Ready Equipment) that has bases ready to mount RMR or Reflex sights & the iron 3-dots will co-witness. Like New

#140 $_______ S&W M&P 9c compact pistol with Sizable backstraps. It has a 3 1/2” barrel, adj. 3 dot sights, Accessory rail & (2) 11-round mags
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#141 $ American Derringer Corp. Model 2 stainless Pen Pistol in .25 Auto caliber. It is a single shot in Mint Condition with the original Case & papers. It was built in 1993. American Derringer only built these in 93 & 94. They were designed by Bob Braverman.


#143 $ American Derringer Corp. Model 1 .45LC/.410ga stainless over/under Derringer. Like New

#144 $ Browning FN Baby .25 Auto pistol with 2” barrel. This pistol was built in 1965 in Belgium & is Marked for Browning Arms. It is about 90% condition.

#145 $ Browning Medalist Competition .22 LR pistol built in Belgium in 1966. Like New in fitted Case. It is 1 of 1,400 ever built.

#146 $ Browning Nomad .22 hunting pistol with 4 1/2” barrel. It was Made in Belgium in 1970 & has adj. barrel rear sight & pinned partridge front. It sells in 98% condition w/ original grips.

#147 $ Beretta Model 92F-EL Deluxe 9mm pistol from 1992. Beretta Product Code PO9220FEL Unfired w/ high polish Black & Gold finish

#148 $ Grendel Model P-10 Series .380 Auto pistol with 3” barrel & 10-round capacity. This was 1 of the First polymer compact pistols built in the USA. The Next company started by Geo. Kellogg was Kel-Tec.

#149 $ Navy Arms .22 Luger pistol that was built in the USA in 1986-87 only. It has the Deluxe Finish, a 4 1/2” barrel, toggle-action & full checkered walnut grips. Sells

#150 $ L. W. Seecamp Model LWS-32 .32Auto pistol with 2” barrel in high polish Stainless steel. A Seecamp pistol is hand-fitted & high quality. It has a 6-shot mag & was built in 1994.
#151 $ S&W MagnaClassic .44 Mag with Gold Engraving & deep mirror-like finish. It is 1 of 3,000 produced & Sells in 100% condition with walnut case & certificate. It was built in 1990 with a 7 1/2” barrel.

#152 $ S&W 50th Anniversary of .357 Magnum with Gold engraving & Case from 1965. 100%

#153 $ S&W Model 625 Classic stainless .45 Colt with a 5” barrel & adj. sights. This is a Special Run from 1991 & Sells Like New.

#154 $ Smith & Wesson .357 Magnum "Model of 1989". It is a 627-0 with a 5 1/2” barrel, target hammer, target trigger & target sights. It has a smooth cylinder. Built in 1989.

#155 $ S&W Model 696 .44 Special stainless with a 3” barrel & adj. sights. It is a 1st Year gun from 1997 & sells in Unfired Condition w/ Box, Papers & Factory grips by Uncle Mike’s.

#156 $ S&W Model 13-3 .357 Mag built in 1982. It is the M&P Heavy barrel model with a 3” barrel & round butt frame. This is one of the Few built in Nickel & looks Like New yet.

#157 $ Smith & Wesson K-38 Target Masterpiece from 1973. It has a 8 3/8” barrel with adj. micrometer & partridge sights, target hammer & trigger. This is a Model 14-3 that Sells in 98% condition.

#158 $ S&W Model 19-6 Combat .357 Magnum with 4” barrel, outline & red ramp adj. sights & checkered walnut grips. It was built in 1988 & sells in 98% condition with Blue box & papers.

#159 $ S&W Model 38 Bodyguard Airweight .38 Spl that was built in 1969. It is built with an Alloy J-frame & 5-shot cylinder. It has a 2” barrel and retains about 95% original finish. Sells w/ Pachmayr grips.

#160 $ S&W Pre-Model 10 .38 Spl Military & Police that was built in 1949. It has a 4” taper barrel with a half moon front blade & 5-screw sideplate. Lots of S&W Blue!
#161 $  Colt Pre-70 Series Lightweight Commander .45 Auto pistol in Mint Condition with original Woodgrain box. It was built in 1968 and has the high polish Blue finish & Pony grips.

#162 $  Colt Delta Elite 10mm Auto in Unfired Condition from 1988 with Box.

#163 $  Colt Series 70 Gold Cup National Match .45 Auto pistol that was built in 1980. It sells in 95% condition with an Elliason sight, grooved top, stippled strap & adj. stop trigger. It has a jeweled National Match barrel & Custom Shop grips.

#164 $  Colt 1st Series Match-Target .22 pistol that was built in 1957. It is in Beautiful condition w/ Bright Blue, 6" barrel & grooved straps.

#165 $  Colt 1st Series Woodsman Target .22 pistol that was built in 1934! It is about 98% Original condition w/ full checkered walnut grips & Factory mag. This is the model with a 6 7/8" taper barrel and front & rear adj. sights.

#166 $  Colt Targetsman .22LR pistol built in 1960. It is Minty & features a chamber indicator, adj. sights & thumbrest grips.

#167 $  Colt Huntsman .22 pistol with a 4 1/2" barrel & fixed sights. It has a bottom mag release & checkered walnut grips. This pistol was built in 1969 & is 95% Condition.

#168 $  Colt Challenger .22LR pistol that was built in 1951. It is in Mint Condition & sells with the original woodgrain box & manual.

#169 $  Whitney Wolverine .22LR pistol with 4 1/2" barrel. It was built in 1960 & Sells at 90% condition. The gun was designed by Robert Hillberg (from High Standard) and he contracted to have the aluminum frames cast by Alcoa. He later Designed the Wildey pistol & the C.O.P. derringer.

#170 $  Smith & Wesson Model 422 Target pistol with a 6" barrel & long sight radius. The barrel is in the lower half of the slide. This pistol was built in 1989 & is in 98% original condition.
#171 $ 1 of 54 Ever Built in Brushed Nickel!
S&W Model 28 Highway Patrolman .357 Mag. It was built in 1972 & has about 98% of the original finish. It sells with a set of Zebrwood combat grips.

#172 $ S&W Model 629
Mountain Gun .44 Mag with 4” barrel. This is a Special Edition from 1993 Product Code 103653. Unfired with Box & Tools.

#173 $ Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 .44 Mag from 1980. It is 99% Condition and features a 8 3/8” barrel, target trigger, hammer, sights & stocks.

#174 $ S&W Model 25-2 “Model 1955” in .45ACP caliber. This is a Target model with a 6” barrel, adj. sights & sells with Pachmyar grips. It was built in 1980 & shows about 98% original Blue.

#175 $ S&W Model 25-9 in .45 Long Colt from 1990. This Impressive N-frame is about 100% condition with a 6” barrel, target hammer, trigger, sights & Walnut stocks.

#176 $ Smith & Wesson Model 640 Centennial .38 Special revolver in Unfired Condition. It is a stainless J-frame with a 2” barrel that was built in 2000. It has a round butt & smooth Goncalo Alves grips & original Box.

#177 $ S&W Model 10-5 .38 Special that was built in 1971. It has a 4” pinned taper barrel, fixed notch sight with a front blade & checkered walnut grips. 98% condition.

#178 $ S&W Model 14 K-38 Masterpiece .38 Special with a 6” barrel, 3-T’s & checkered walnut Diamond grips. It was built in 1959 & is 98% condition or better!

#179 $ Smith & Wesson Model 18 .22LR Combat Masterpiece from 1978. It has a 4” pinned barrel & is about 98% Condition w/ Bangor Punta box.

#180 $ S&W Model 351 PD (Personal Defense) Airlite Chiefs Special .22 Mag in Unfired Condition. This is the Scandium alloy J-frame that only weighs 10.6 ounces. It has a fiber optic sight, 1 7/8” barrel, Laminated grips & 7-shot cylinder.
#181 $ High Standard Olympic 4th Model .22 Short pistol with a 6 3/4” barrel, Ported muzzle, barrel weight & saddle trigger. It has target sights and thumbstrest Walnut grips. This is a Model O-101 that was built in Hamden in 1954.

#182 $ High Standard Supermatic Citation Military with fluted 7 1/8” barrel, saddle mount rear sight & full checkered walnut grips. It is a Model 107 from 1980.

#183 $ “The Victor” Military model .22 pistol that was built in 1973. It is a Model 107 & Sells in Like New Condition with the original Box. This gun has a 5 1/2” slabside Bull barrel, vent rib, adj. sights & Gold controls with an adj. stop trigger.

#184 $ 1st Model Sport-King that was built in 1954 & is 98% condition. It was built in New Haven & has the Original brown thumbstrest grips.

#185 $ High Standard M-101 Dura-Matic .22 LR Pistol with 4 1/2” barrel, fixed sights & 1pc. Brown futuristic grips. This gun was built in 1969 & has the takedown screw. It looks like it was never taken out of the Box since it was purchased.

#186 $ Stevens No. 35 Target pistol with a 6” barrel & adj. Peep sights. It has the rare Factory Nickel receiver, a spur trigger & square-butt grips. This is a .22 LR single-shot pistol that was built in the 1930’s.

#187 $ “Little Ace” .22 Short, CB or BB single-shot Derringer built by Erl Svendsen in Itasca, IL in the 1960’s. It is patterned after the Ethan Allen Garter gun of the 1860’s & is built of Bronze & Steel. The gun weighs just 3 ounces.

#188 $ German Mini .22RF pistol in full Nickel finish (including Grips). It has a rotating block & 2 3/8” barrel.

#189 $ Lorcin Model L25 .25 Auto pocket pistol that was built in Mira Loma, CA in the 1990’s. It has a 2 3/8” barrel, 6 shot mag & Looks New.

#190 $ NAA Mini-Master target revolver in .17HMR. It is stainless steel with a 4” Vent Rib barrel & adj. sights. New Condition from 2003.
#191 $________ Smith & Wesson Model 29-2.44 Mag that was built in 1976 & looks 100% Condition. It sells in the original mahogany presentation case with the cleaning tools.


#193 $________ S&W Elite Silver 12ga over/under Shotgun w/ 30" vent rib barrels & Teague chokes. Has Case color &light engraving New in Case. Product 822902

#194 $ S&W Model 1000 20ga Autoloader with 28" Vent Rib barrel modified choke & engraved Gloss receiver. Has chrome bolt, twin beads & checkered Walnut stocks with the S&W monogram cap.

#195 $________ S&W Model 3000 12 ga 3" pump shotgun w/ 22" rifled Slug barrel & rifle sights. This 1970’s gun has a factory pad.

#196 $________ S&W Model 1006 10mm Auto stainless pistol with a 5" barrel, 3 dot sights & yellow mag follower. It was built in 1990 & Sells in New Condition.


#198 $________ Smith & Wesson 559 9mm built in the 1st Year—1981. It is 1 of 1,636 built in Nickel & is 100% Condition. It has a 4" barrel & 14-round mag. Grooved Straps.

#199 $________ S&W stainless 659 9mm pistol built in 1988. It is in Unfired Condition with the extra 14-round mag & tools in the original Box. This pistol has a 4" barrel & adjustable sights.

#200 $________ S&W Model 745 IPSC .45 Auto from 1987. It is in New Condition with a 5" barrel, bi-tone & checkered walnut grips. 1 of 4,700 built.
#201 $_________ Colt Wiley Clapp edition Series 70 .45 Auto pistol from the Custom Shop. It is Product 01911WC distributed by TALO Wiley designed it with Novak sights, a Pete Single checkered strap & fingerprint checkering on the thin grips. Unfired Condition

#202 $_________ Colt Delta Elite stainless 10mm Auto pistol with 5” Barrel, 3 dot sights and Special Edition Delta wood grips! The Model is 02020WG for the wood grips. Unfired from 2008 w/ 2 mags & Box.

#203 $_________ Unfired 1991 NRA Banquet Colt Government .45 Auto w/ NRA logo & Glass case. Custom Shop grips

#204 $_________ Colt .380 Auto Mustang that was built in 1986 in 100% condition w/ Blue case & Papers.

#205 $_________ Colt M4 Carbine w/ free float barrel & alum. Handguard. Model LE6900 It has a 16” 1:8 twist 5.56 barrel, Flat top & 30 round PMAG. New

#206 $_________ Rock Island Armory M1600 .22 LR rifle with a fixed Carry handle & threaded barrel. Sells New in Box with adj. sights & Clip.

#207 $_________ Charter Arms Pit Bull stainless revolver in 9mm! Has a 2 1/4” barrel & 5 shot cyl.

#208 $_________ Charter Undercover .38 Special double action snubnose revolver that was built in 1976 in Bridgeport, Conn. These 1st Gen Charters are very well made.

#209 $_________ H&R Sportsman Model 999 .22 LR revolver that was built in 1973. It is about 90% condition & has a 6” barrel, adj. sights and Checkered walnut Saw-handle grips.

#210 $_________ H&R .38S&W Hammerless 2nd Model with the large frame. It was built in 1908 & has a 3 1/4” barrel and original hard rubber grips.
#211 $ Minty 1973 Smith & Wesson Model 27 Nickel .357 Mag in Presentation case. It has a 6" barrel, target sights, target hammer, target trigger & checkered Walnut target grips.

#212 $ S&W Model 27-2 .357 Mag that was built in 1975. It is Like New with a 4" Heavy barrel.

#213 $ S&W Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman .357 Mag that was built in 1970. It is better than 95%.

#214 $ Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 .44 Mag with a 6 1/2" Barrel, adj. outline & red ramp sights and Checkered Walnut grips. It was Built in 1975 & Sells as New in Case.

#215 $ S&W Model 642-2 Centennial Airweight stainless Snubnose. It is a hammerless model that will chamber .38 Special +P ammo. NIB from 2010.

#216 $ Smith & Wesson Model 648 stainless .22 Mag double action revolver with 6-shot cylinder & 6" full lug barrel. This is a 1st Year model from 1989 in New Condition. It has a beautiful set of wooden Factory combat grips.

#217 $ S&W Model .38 M&P Model of 1905 4th Change 5-screw built in 1941. Terrific 98% Condition with 5" barrel & half moon blade.

#218 $ S&W .38 M&P Model of 1905 4th Change 5-screw with a 2" barrel. This gun was built in 1942 with a round butt & checkered rubber grips.

#219 $ NO FFL Smith & Wesson .38 Double Action 3rd Model top-break that was built in 1895. It has a 5" barrel & a High Amount of Original Nickel finish. Original rubber grips & squareback trigger guard.

#220 $ S&W Model 34 .22 LR revolver that was built in 1970. It sells in Unfired Condition. This is the continuation of the Model of 1953 .22/32 Kit Gun and has the original Blue cardboard box & papers.
#221 $-------- NO FFL  Colt 2nd Generation Blackpowder Model of 1851 Navy .36cal revolver with 7 1/2" barrel, case color & 1pc. Walnut grip. This is a Colt Model C-1121 & Sells Unfired.

#222 $-------- NO FFL  Blackpowder reproduction of Pirate’s belt pistol in Chrome with .36cal Side x Side 4" barrels.

#223 $-------- NO FFL  Remington Mark III Flare Gun from WW 1. It has a 9" barrel, spur trigger & Bronze receiver. Missing Parts.

#224 $-------- NO FFL  Belgian folding-trigger Pocket Pistol from the 1880’s. It is about .32 cal with a 5-shot cylinder & 1 1/2" barrel.

#225 $-------- NO FFL  Ant. Belgian .38 Pinfire double action revolver with 4 3/4" octagon barrel, folding trigger & post sight. It has proofmarks & the original walnut 1pc. Grip w/ lanyard ring.

#226 $-------- Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless .32S&W revolver w/ 3” barrel & original picture box. (missing 1 flap). The Gun is in Very High Collector Condition.

#227 $-------- Sierra .38 Special revolver from West Germany built in 1986.

#228 $-------- Wilkinson Arms Sherry model .22 LR pistol with Gold anodized Frame & 2 1/2" barrel.

#229 $-------- NO FFL  ASM blackpowder .44cal Model 1858 Remington revolver w/ octagon barrel. Unfired

#230 $-------- NO FFL  CVA .45cal blackpowder Kentucky cap & ball pistol in Unfired Condition
#231 $ S&W Model 19 Combat .357 Magnum that was built in 1966. It is in 98% original condition with a 2 1/2” barrel, shrouded ejector rod & round butt. Nice walnut monogram stocks.

#232 $ S&W Model 36 Chiefs Special .38 Spl snubnose from 1983. 90% condition

#233 $ Smith & Wesson Model 37 Chiefs Special Airweight .38 Special from 1961. It is 98% condition.

#234 $ S&W Model 40 Centennial .38 Special revolver in Nickel finish that was built in 1972. It is in Mint Condition & sells with blue Bangor Punta box.

#235 $ S&W Model 64 M&P Stainless .38 Special with a 4” Heavy barrel & Hogue Combat grip. Built in 1984

#236 $ Smith & Wesson Model 67 Combat Masterpiece .38 Spl from 1972. It is a stainless revolver with a 4” barrel, no ejector shroud & Square butt. The gun is in 98% original condition with blue box.

#237 $ S&W .38 Safety Hammerless 3rd Model “Lemon-Squeezer” that was built in 1896. It has a high amount of original Nickel, 5” barrel & monogram rubber grips.

#238 $ S&W .38 Safety Hammerless 4th Model “Lemon-Squeezer” with 5” barrel & 5-shot cylinder. It was built in 1906 & still shows some Glimpses of original Blue.

#239 $ S&W top-break .38 revolver that was built in 1894. It has a 3 1/4” barrel with patent dates in 1865, 69, 71, 80 & 88. The finish is rough.

#240 $ Smith & Wesson .38 Top-break from 1888. It has a 4” barrel & Lots of the Nickel finish. Small chips in base of grips
#241 $ Smith & Wesson Model 2213 “Sportsman” .22 LR compact pistol with 3” barrel & 3 dot sights. It is Product Code 107198 & Sells Unfired in Box from 1999.


#243 $ Tactical Smith & Wesson Model 4013 TSW from 1997. This is Product Code 104441 with an Alloy frame & Stainless 3 1/2” slide. Novak sights & 9-round mag.

#244 $ S&W 4506 .45 Auto stainless with 5” slide, flat top & 8-rd mag. NiB from 1989.

#245 $ S&W Model 5906 Stainless 9mm pistol with a 4” barrel, Novak 3-dot sights & checkered Woodgrain grips. It is Product Code 108255. Sells Unfired from 1993. Special Edition

#246 $ S&W Model 5943-SSV Special Edition with 3 1/2” barrel Product Code 108308 & Unfired w/ Box from 1991

#247 $ Smith & Wesson Model 22A Sport series .22 LR with 5 1/2” Bull barrel, adj. sights & full length Optics rail.

#248 $ S&W SD9 VE Sigma series 9mm with 4” barrel & white dot

#249 $ SW 40F Sigma series pistol with 4 1/2” barrel, 3 dot sights & chamber indicator. It is Unfired from 1992 & has (2) 15 round mags.

#250 $ Para-Ordonance 1911 GI Expert ESP .45 Auto pistol with 5” barrel, skeleton trigger, combat hammer, 8 round mag & checkered Walnut grips with double-diamonds. New from 2010
#251  $  
Ruger SR1911 stainless in 10mm Auto. It is a full size & Full-featured 1911 with upsweppt safety, skeleton trigger & hammer and adj. target sights. Ruger spent a lot of Money to compete with a Delta Elite

#252  $  
Glock Model 22 .40S&W pistol with a 4 1/4" barrel, outline sights & (2) 15 round mags. Like New from 1992.

#253  $  
Glock Model 30S .45 Auto pistol with 3 3/4" barrel, outline sights & (2) 10-round mags. Like New.

#254  $  
Dreyse Model 1907 .32 Auto pistol from WW 1. It still has some Luster blue. This is a German Civilian model w/ 7-shot mag.

#255  $  
Excma Model TA 38 SB .38Special over & under Derringer with 3" barrels. It was built in 1980

#256  $  
Advantage Arms Model 422 4-barrel .22 LR Derringer in Nickel. This is a 1st Production from 1983. Like New.

#257  $  
S&W Model 37 Chiefs Special Airweight .38 Special with a 3" barrel. It was built in 1978 & Sells in Like New Condition with the blue Bangor-Punta box, papers & tools.

#258  $  
NO_FFL S&W No. 3 fancy engraved Prop Gun. This is a non-functioning replica with 8" barrel.

#259  $  
NO_FFL Smith & Wesson Model 78G air pistol for .22cal Pellets. It has a 8" barrel, adj. sights & original Box.

#260  $  
NO_FFL Aeron Model B96 .22cal air pistol that is built by CZ in Brno. It is the Chameleon Model 5 for Competitive Shooting with a 10.75" barrel, muzzle brake, target sights & walnut thumbrest grip.